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Abstract: Red-shifted dispersive waves (DWs) at the mid-infrared wavelengths are

generated for the first time by pumping a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) with two zero
dispersion wavelengths specially designed and fabricated in our lab, and the central
wavelength of the soliton generated lies on the negative slope of the PCF dispersion
profile. The experimental result shows that the conversion efficiency η of red-shifted
DWs increases from 5℅ to 15℅ as the input power changes from 100 to 300 mW
with the pump wavelength of 810 nm. By adjusting both the pump wavelength and
power, the tunable range of the wavelength generated by red-shifted DWs can be over
100 nm.
Key words: photonic crystal fiber (PCF), red-shifted dispersive waves (DWs),
mid-infrared wavelengths

1. Introduction
Supercontinuum generation [1] for the broadband light source in photonic crystal
fibers (PCFs) [2,3] is an interesting nonlinear phenomenon. The generation
mechanism for the short pulses is mainly based on the notions of high-order soliton
fission [4]. However, some interesting nonlinear applications have involved the
generation of narrowband frequency components. The unique flexibility of the
dispersion and nonlinearity management provided by PCFs is a key enabling
mechanism for the generation of narrowband light source within a wide wavelength
range [5,6]. The PCF-based nonlinear frequency conversion techniques have been
developed to efficiently convert the pump power into the targeted spectral band. In
addition to utilizing the four-wave mixing (FWM) excited near the zero dispersion
wavelength [7-12], another well-known technique is based on the generation of
dispersive waves (DWs) mediated by the fiber solitons.
The DWs can be generated and enhanced on the short- or long-wavelength side of
the pump wavelength when the resonance condition involving the high-order
dispersion terms is satisfied in a process of soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS) [13].
Cristiani et al. firstly studied the generation mechanism of DWs in PCFs [14]. Chang
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et al and us achieved the efficient blue-shifted DWs at the visible wavelength [15,16].
The red-shifted DWs were only demonstrated at a shorter wavelength than the
mid-infrared wavelength [17-20], and they couldn’t be used as the short pulse source
because of the low conversion efficiency and narrow wavelength-tunable range. In
this letter, the DWs are generated at the mid-infrared wavelength in a silica PCF. The
conversion efficiency η of 15℅ and wavelength-tunable range of over 100 nm are
experimentally achieved. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on the
efficient generation of red-shifted DWs at the mid-infrared wavelength. This
significant radiation is particularly useful for the generation of mid-infrared ultrashort
pulse source for the extensive applications in the biophotonics, spectroscopy, and the
ultrafast science and technology.

2. The PCF properties and experiment
Fig. 1 (a) shows the cross-section of the silica PCF specially designed and fabricated
by the improved stack-and-draw technology in our lab, where the core diameter is 2.1
μm and the relative size of hole is 0.85. The silica material prepared by the plasma
chemical vapour deposition (PCVD) is purified prior to the fiber drawing by the
complexing method of rectification and adsorption to greatly reduce the absorption
losses of PCF at the mid-infrared wavelengths induced by the chlorides,
chlorine-hydrogen compounds, OH, metal ions, and metallic and non-metallic oxides
[21]. Fig. 1 (b) shows the calculated group velocity dispersion and effective mode
area for the fundamental mode, where the two zero dispersion wavelengths are 755
nm and 1325 nm, respectively. The existence of two zero dispersion wavelengths
makes it possible to generate the DW radiation on the short- or long-wavelength sides
of an appropriately selected pump wavelength because the resonant radiation is
always created across the zero-dispersion wavelength. The value of the effective
mode area increases from 3.1 to 3.55 μm2 as the wavelength shifts from 780 to 1265
nm, which indicates that the effective mode area has a determinate effect on the
process of SSFS.

(a)
(b)
Fig.1. (a) The cross-section of PCF used in the experiment. (b) Group-velocity dispersion and
effective mode area calculated for the fundamental mode, the vertical dashed-lines indicating to
the zero dispersion wavelengths of 755 nm and 1325 nm.
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The experiment principle chart is shown in Fig.2. The pump source used in the
experiments is a mode-locked Ti: sapphire ultrafast laser with the tunable working
wavelength range of 780 to 980 nm and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
120 fs at a pulse repetition rate of 76 MHz. The input power is controlled by a
variable attenuator, and an isolator is inserted to block the back-reflection from the
input tip of the fiber into the laser cavity. The laser pulses are coupled by the 40×
objective lens with the numerical apertures of 0.65 into a section of PCF, and the
coupling efficiency can be up to 65℅. The CCD1 and CCD2 are used to check the
coupling state of input field and observe the output mode field. The fundamental
mode can be selectively excited through changing the distance between the input tip
of the fiber and the lens to exactly adjust the angle between the input beam and the
fiber axis (the offset pumping technique). The optical beam goes through the first
split-beam mirror, one part is coupled into the power meter, and the other part is
coupled into the PCF span of 45 cm length. The fiber length is optimized so that the
DWs at the mid-infrared wavelength do not experience too much material absorption
to keep the generation level of DW sufficiently high. The output spectra of light from
the PCF section are respectively monitored by two optical spectrum analyzers (OSA,
Avaspec-256 and Avaspec-NIR-256) with the measurement ranges of 200 to 1100 nm
and 900 to 2500 nm and the wavelength resolutions of 0.025 nm and 15 nm.

Fig.2 The experimental principle chart.

3. Results and discussion
The formation of soliton-like features is experimentally observed in the spectrum of
the light output from the PCF for a pump wavelength of 780 nm and a pump power of
300 mW. Fig. 3 shows the experimental result and also a simulation result calculated
using the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) [22, 23], taking into account the full
complexity of the fiber group velocity dispersion, the Kerr and the Raman
contributions to the nonlinearity, the self-steepening (SS), and the loss of pump field
due to the coupling between the guided and leaky fiber modes, along with the
nonlinear polarization term to include the influence of the wavelength-dependent
effective mode area and give a correct definition of the local field intensity. And the
case of fourth-order dispersion is considered to exactly predict two frequency-detuned
DWs generated at each side of the red-shifted solitons. In the simulation, the detailed
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parameters are as follows: the pump peak power Pp=36 kW, the FWHM of pulse
TFWHM=120 fs, the nonlinear-index coefficient of fused silica n2=2.6·10-20m2/W, the
dispersion coefficient β2=-1.7366 ps2/km, β3=0.4575·10-2 ps3/km, and β4=-1.1878·10-6
ps4/km at the pump wavelength of 780 nm, the fractional contribution of the Raman
response fR=0.18, the characteristic times of the Raman response τ1=12.5 fs, and τ2=32
fs. The PCF length is 45 cm, the nonlinear coefficient γ is a function of
wavelength-dependent effective mode area, and the loss is calculated from
extrapolation of the fit following the form α(λ)=Aexp(-α/λ). As seen from Fig. 3, the
experimental and simulation results are in good agreement.

Fig.3. Output spectra for a pump wavelength at 780 nm and an average power of 300 mW. The
short-dotted line corresponds to the simulation result using the NLSE assuming the same pump
conditions as the experimental case. The inset shows the observed output far field for a dispersive
wave at a visible wavelength of 580 nm (yellow-green light).

The pump pulse energy is kept to a certain range so that the nonlinear processes
are dominated by the formation of the fundamental soliton. At the initial stage of
pulse evolution, because the pump pulse lies within the anomalous dispersion region,
it tends to evolve toward soliton due to the interplay between the negative dispersion
and the self-phase modulation (SPM) as it propagates through the PCF. The
fundamental soliton 1 at 910 nm lies on the positive slope of the fiber dispersion
profile ( β3 = ∂ 3β / ∂ ω3 > 0 , where β is the relevant mode propagation constant), the
higher-order dispersion induces a perturbation in the soliton, and the resonant
dispersive wave is generated from the phase matching condition taking into account
the nonlinear phase of the soliton. The dispersive wave 1 (DW1) with respect to
soliton 1 is predominantly the blue-shifted branch. The experimental results for the
DW1 radiation at a wavelength of 566 nm agrees well with the NLSE simulation
results, as shown in Fig.3, where the inset corresponds to the observed far field of
DW1, showing that the field intensity reaching the maximum at the center of the fiber
core and monotonically decreasing with the distance from the center of the core.
Because of a continuous red shift induced by the intra-pulse Raman scattering (IRS),
the soliton 2 at 1190 nm is clearly seen in both experimental and theoretical spectra.
Since the central wavelength of soliton 2 is shifted to the region of a negative slope
(β3<0), as first predicted by Akhmediev et al [24], it is possible to generate a
4

dispersive wave at a wavelength longer than the central wavelength of soliton 2 when
the effect of fourth-order dispersion is considered. As presented in Fig.3, the soliton 2
evidently radiate the red-shifted dispersive wave 2 (DW2), observed as a spectral
component centered at 2163 nm. Below the properties of soliton 2 and DW2 will be
further analyzed.
As shown in Refs [17-20], to conserve the overall energy of the photons, the
solitons frequency gets shifted in the spectral direction opposite to that of the DWs.
Thus, when the pump operates at the wavelength of 810 nm and the average power
increases from 100 to 300 mW, the central wavelength of soliton 2 λs shifts from 1185
to 1265 nm, and the central wavelength of generated DW2 λDW is in the range of 2165
to 2105 nm, as shown in Fig.4 (a) and (b). The conversion efficiency η can be defined
as the ratio of the output power Ps of soliton 2 and PDW2 of DW2 and the incident
power Pp0 of pump. When the pump power changes from 100 to 300 mW, for the
coupling efficiency of 65%, the Ps are measured to be 18.2 mW, 29.9 mW, and 33.15
mW, and the corresponding PDW2 are 3.25 mW, 14.3 mW, and 29.25 mW. As seen
from Fig.4 (c), η of soliton 2 reduces from 28℅ to 17℅ while η of DW2 increases
from 5℅ to 15℅. Additionally when the pump power is higher than 300 mW, λs
remains nearly constant within a wide range of input power. The cancellation of SSFS
accompanied by the remarkable amplification of DW2 is considered to be due to the
spectral recoil from DW2, which acts on the soliton 2 and compensates for the Raman
frequency shift.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Fig.4 (a) Output spectra of soliton 2 and DW2 when the pump operates at 810 nm and the average
power increases from 100 to 300 mW. (b) and (c) show λs, λDW and η of soliton 2 and DW2 as
functions of input average power.

By changing both the pump power and the pump wavelength, the DW2 can be
efficiently generated over a broad wavelength range. This is due to the special
dispersion and nonlinear characteristics of the PCF. As presented in Fig.5, when the
input power changes from 100 to 300 mW with pumping wavelengths of 780 nm, 790
nm, 800 nm, and 810 nm, the DW2 radiation can be generated in the wavelength
range of 2208 to 2162 nm, 2191 to 2141 nm, 2177 to 2122 nm, and 2165 to 2105 nm,
respectively, and the tunable range of λDW is over 100 nm.

Fig.5 The relationship between λDW and the pump wavelength.

The widths of short pulses generated by the DW2 can be measured by the Talbot
effect. The short pulses pass the grating, and reach the detector which is away from n
time Talbot-distance after the grating. The ratio of diffraction intensity S(T) between
the transparent and no-transparent part is measured, and the pulse temporal width T
can be calculated by the relation curve between S(T) and T. Because of the normal
dispersion and the SPM, when pumping at 780 nm, 790 nm, 800 nm, and 810 nm by
the input power of 300 mW, the widths of short pulses generated at 2162 nm, 2141
nm, 2122 nm, and 2105 nm are compressed to be 85 fs, 70 fs, 55 fs, and 45 fs.
6

4. Conclusion
In summary, we show that the red-shifted dispersive waves are efficiently
generated from 2208 to 2105 nm by a section of PCF with a negative slope dispersion
profile specially designed and fabricated in our lab. The conversion efficiency of 15℅
and wavelength-tunable range of over 100 nm are experimentally obtained. The high
conversion efficiency and widely tunable mid-infrared spectrum can constitute an
important progress in the development of a simple and compact ultrashort
mid-infrared pulse source.
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